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                \begin{document}$$\xi \in \Gamma $$\end{document}$. The second author together with Kunzinger and Ortner \[[@CR2]\] recently presented two new proofs of Schwartz's exchange theorem for the Laplace transform of vector-valued distributions \[[@CR3], Prop. 4.3, p. 186\]. Their methods required them to show that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {S}}'(\Gamma )$$\end{document}$ is complete, nuclear and dual-nuclear \[[@CR2], Lemma 5\]. Following a suggestion of Ortner, in this article, we further study the locally convex structure of the space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to be able to apply functional analytic tools such as De Wilde's open mapping and closed graph theorems \[[@CR4], Theorem 24.30 and Theorem 24.31\] or the theory of the derived projective limit functor \[[@CR5]\], it is important to determine when a space is ultrabornological. This is usually straightforward if the space is given by a suitable inductive limit; in fact, ultrabornological spaces are exactly the inductive limits of Banach spaces \[[@CR4], Proposition 24.14\]. The situation for projective limits, however, is more complicated. Particularly, this applies to the class of (PLS)-spaces (i.e., countable projective limits of (DFS)-spaces). The problem of ultrabornologicity has been extensively studied in this class, both from an abstract point of view as for concrete function and distribution spaces; see the survey article \[[@CR6]\] of Domański and the references therein.

In the last part of his doctoral thesis \[[@CR7], Chap. II, Thm. 16, p. 131\], Grothendieck showed that the convolutor space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s {\widehat{\otimes }} s'$$\end{document}$ and verified directly that the latter space is ultrabornological. Much later, a different proof was given by Larcher and Wengenroth using homological methods \[[@CR8]\]. The first author and Vindas \[[@CR9]\] extended this result to a considerably wider setting by studying the locally convex structure of a general class of weighted convolutor spaces. More precisely, they characterized when such spaces are ultrabornological and determined explicit topological preduals for them. One of their main tools is a topological description of these convolutor spaces in terms of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT).
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Weighted spaces of continuous functions {#Sec2}
=======================================

For formulating the mapping properties of the STFT we recall the following notions from \[[@CR9], [@CR10]\].
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Lemma 2.1 {#FPar1}
---------
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Duals of inductive limits of weighted spaces of smooth functions {#Sec4}
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Remark 4.3 {#FPar5}
----------

Condition ([4.1](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) is closely connected with D. Vogt's condition $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5.1 {#FPar6}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} p_{K,B}(f) \mathrel {\mathop :}=\sup _{\eta \in K} \sup _{\varphi \in B} \left| \langle e^{-\eta \cdot x}f(x), \varphi (x) \rangle \right| < \infty , \qquad f \in {\mathcal {S}}'(\Gamma ). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Moreover, the topology of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal {S}}'(\Gamma )$$\end{document}$ is generated by the system of seminorms $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{p_{K,B} \, | \, K \in {\text {CCS}}(\Gamma ), B \in {\mathfrak {B}}({\mathcal {S}}({\mathbb {R}}^d))\}$$\end{document}$.

We need to introduce some additional terminology. Given a non-empty compact convex subset *K* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_K$$\end{document}$ is convex. Supporting functions have the following elementary properties.

Lemma 5.2 {#FPar7}
---------

\[[@CR12], Cor. 1.8.2 and Prop. 1.8.3\] Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Example 5.3 {#FPar8}
-----------
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                \begin{document}$$(K_N)_{N \in {\mathbb {N}}}$$\end{document}$. The next result is the key observation of this article.

Proposition 5.4 {#FPar9}
---------------
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                \begin{document}$$\psi \in {\mathcal {D}}({\mathbb {R}}^d)$$\end{document}$. Then, the mappings$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} V^*_\psi :C_\Gamma ({\mathbb {R}}^d_x) {\widehat{\otimes }}_\varepsilon {\mathcal {V}}_{{\text {pol}}}C({\mathbb {R}}^d_\xi ) \rightarrow {\mathcal {S}}'(\Gamma ) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$are well-defined and continuous.

We need some preparation for the proof of Proposition [5.4](#FPar9){ref-type="sec"}. Firstly, Lemma [2.1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} implies that the topology of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5.5 {#FPar10}
---------
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Proof {#FPar11}
-----
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\sup _{(x,\xi ) \in {\mathbb {R}}^{2d}} \sup _{\eta \in K}e^{-\varepsilon \left| x\right| }v(\xi ) \Vert e^{\eta \cdot (t-x)} \overline{M_\xi T_x\psi }(t) \Vert _{{\mathcal {S}}^n_{k,t}} \le \sup _{(x,\xi ) \in {\mathbb {R}}^{2d}} \sup _{\eta \in K}e^{-\varepsilon \left| x\right| }v(\xi ) \cdot \\&\max _{\left| \alpha \right| \le n} \sup _{x \in {\mathbb {R}}^d} \sum _{\beta \le \alpha } \sum _{\gamma \le \beta } \left( {\begin{array}{c}\alpha \\ \beta \end{array}}\right) \left( {\begin{array}{c}\beta \\ \gamma \end{array}}\right) \left| \eta \right| ^{\left| \alpha \right| -\left| \beta \right| } e^{\eta \cdot (t-x)} (2\pi \left| \xi \right| )^{\left| \gamma \right| } \left| \partial ^{\beta -\gamma } {\overline{\psi }}(t-x)\right| (1+\left| t\right| )^k \\&\le e^{Rr} (8\pi R)^n \max _{\left| \alpha \right| \le n } \Vert \partial ^\alpha {\overline{\psi }} \Vert _{L^\infty } (1+r)^k \sup _{x \in {\mathbb {R}}^d} e^{-\varepsilon \left| x\right| }(1+\left| x\right| )^k \sup _{\xi \in {\mathbb {R}}^d}v(\xi ) (1+\left| \xi \right| )^n \\&< \infty . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 5.6 {#FPar12}
---------
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Proof {#FPar13}
-----
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Proof of Proposition 5.4 {#FPar14}
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